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We analyze thechargescarried by loopsof string in models with non-abelianlocal discrete
symmetry.The chargeon a loop has no localized source,but canbe detectedby meansof the
Aharonov—Bohminteractionof theloop with anotherstring. We describethe processof charge
detection, and the transfer of charge betweenpoint particlesand string loops, in terms of
gauge-invariantcorrelationfunctions.

1. Introduction

In a spontaneouslybrokengaugetheory, if the unbrokengaugegroup H is a
discretesubgroupof the underlyingcontinuousgaugegroupG, then the theorywill
contain topologically stable strings (in 3 + 1 dimensions)or vortices (in 2 + 1
dimensions). If H is non-abelian,the strings have remarkableproperties. In
particular,a closed loop of string can carry a non-trivial H-charge.Oddly, this
chargeis a global propertyof the string that can not be attributedto any locally
definedchargedensity. Yet the chargeis physically detectable,for the charged
string loop has an infinite-rangeAharonov—Bohminteractionwith other strings.
Furthermore,if a pointlike particlecarryingH-chargewinds througha string loop,
the particle andthe loop can exchangecharge.

Chargewith no localized sourcehasbeencalled “Cheshirecharge” [1]. It was
first discussedfor thecaseof the “Alice” string[21.A loopof Alice stringcancarry

electric charge, and have a long-range electric field, even though the electric
chargedensityvanisheseverywhere[1,3,41.Processesin which electric (or mag-
netic) chargeis exchangedbetweenstringloopsandpoint particleswerediscussed
in refs. [1,4—6].

In this paper,we analyzethe purely quantummechanicalversion of Cheshire
charge[4,7] that arisesin a theorywith a non-abeliandiscretelocal H-symmetry
[8,9]. The semiclassicaltheory of discreteCheshirechargewas formulatedin ref.

[4], and elaboratedin refs. [10,111.Herewe extendthe theory further, in several
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respects.We describehow a chargeoperatorcan be constructed,such that the
expectationvalueof the operatorin a statespecifiesthe transformationproperties
of the state underglobal H-transformations.We then study processesin which
chargeis exchangedbetweenstring loops andpoint particles,and derive general
formulas for how the expectationvalueof the chargeof the loop is alteredby the
exchange.Finally, we explain how the chargeexchangeprocessescan be probed

using gauge-invariantcorrelationfunctions.
The chargeoperatorand correlation functions are also treated in ref. [12],

wherelattice realizationsof operatorsandcorrelatorsareextensivelydiscussed.
The restof this paper is organizedas follows: In sect.2, we briefly review the

basic propertiesof non-abelianstrings and the concept of Cheshirecharge.We

construct the non-abelian charge operator in sect. 3, and analyze the charge
exchangeprocessin sect.4. Sect.5 containssome final comments.

2. Non-abelianstrings

Let us briefly recall some of the propertiesof non-abelianstrings in three

spatialdimensions(andvorticesin two spatialdimensions).
If a simply connectedgaugegroup G is brokento a discretesubgroupH, then

stringsare classifiedby elementsof H. To assigna group element to a loop of
string, we fix an (arbitrary) basepoint x0, and specify a path C, beginningand
endingat x0, that windsoncethrough the string ioop. (Seefig. 1.) The assigned
groupelementis then

a(C, x0) = P exp if A dx . (2.1)
C,x0

We refer to a(C, x0) as the “flux” of the string; it encodesthe effect of parallel
transportaroundthe path C. The flux takesvaluesin H(x0), the subgroupof G
that stabilizes the Higgs condensateat the point x0 (since parallel transport
aroundC mustreturnthe condensateto its original value).SinceH is discrete,the

Fig. 1. Thepath C, startingandendingat thepoint x0, encirclesa loop of string.
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flux a(C, x0) is unchangedby deformationsof C that leave x0 fixed, as long as C
nevercrossesthe coreof the string.

For a configurationof many string loops, we specify a standardpath for each
loop, where all pathshavethe samebasepoint.Evidently, the flux associatedwith
the product path C2 o C1 obtained by traversingfirst C1 and then C2 is just the
product a(C2, x0) a(C1, x0) of the two fluxes associatedwith C~and C2. Thus,
a(C, x0) definesa homomorphismthat maps ~ (4’, x0) to H, where 4’ is the
manifold that is obtainedwhen the coresof all stringsare removedfrom ~.

The flux assignedto a path is not gaugeinvariant.The gaugetransformationsat
the basepointx0 that preservethe condensateat the basepoint,and so preserve
the embeddingof H in G, takevaluesin H(x0). Under such a gaugetransforma-
tion h E H(x0), the flux transformsas

a(C, x0) —*ha(C, x11)h~. (2.2)

In a many-stringconfiguration, the flux of eachstring becomesconjugatedby h.
In the presenceof strings, the embeddingof the unbroken group H in G

necessarilydependson the spatial position x. If the stringsare non-abelian,this
position dependenceis describedby a non-trivial fiber bundle.The basespaceof
thebundleis the spatialmanifold 4’, thefiber is H, andthe structuregroup is also
H, which actson the fiber by conjugation.The bundle is twisted: Upon transport
aroundthe path C, thegroupelementh E H(x0) becomesconjugatedby a(C, x0).
Thistwist preventsthe bundlefrom being smoothlydeformedto the trivial bundle

4’x H. One thus says that the unbrokenH-symmetryis not “globally realizable”
[1,4,13];thereis no smoothfunction of position that describeshow the unbroken
group is embeddedin 0. Only the subgroupof H that commuteswith the flux of
all stringsis globally realizableon 4’.

To define the H-charge of a state,we will want to considerhow the state
transformsunderglobal H-transformations.Fortunately,theseglobal gaugetrans-
formationscan beimplemented,eventhougha topologicalobstructionpreventsH
from being globallyrealized.The point is that it is sufficientto be ableto definean
H-transformationon and outside a large surface .~ (homeomorphicto 52) that
enclosesall of the stringloops. The transformationcannotbe smoothly extended
insidethe sphereif it is requiredto takevaluesin H(x). However, onemay relax
this requirementandallow the gaugetransformationto take valuesin G insideof
.~ then a smoothextensionis possible. It makesno differencewhat extensionis
chosen, for gauge transformationsof compact support act trivially on physical
states.(In two spatial dimensions,the only global H-transformationsthat can be
implementedare those that commutewith the total flux; i.e. the flux associated
with a path that enclosesall of the vortices.)

If the basepointx0 lies outside the surface .~, then, under the global gauge
transformationh e H, the flux of a string transformsas in eq. (2.2). Thus, the
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H-representationsmix up the string loop state labeled by a E H with string loop
stateslabeled by other group elementsin the sameconjugacyclass as a. Let [a]

denotetheconjugacyclassthat containsa.The actionof H on themembersof the
class [a] defines a (reducible)representationthat we denoteas ~ In ~
eachelementof H is representedby a permutationof the class,accordingto

:1 a’) —‘ I ha’h~), a’ E [a]. (2.3)

This representationcanbe decomposedinto irreduciblerepresentationsof H. For
each class [a] there is a unique state that can be constructedthat transforms
trivially underH; it is the superpositionof flux eigenstates

~ a’), (2.4)
a’E[a]

where denotesthe order of the class. The other states containedin the
decompositionof D(E~l])carryH-charge.This is “discreteCheshirecharge,”for the
chargeof the ioop has no localized source.(Note that the chargedstring states
transform trivially under the center of H, since ~ representsthe center
trivially).

The splitting betweenthe charge-0string state (2.4) and the lowest charge
excitationof thestringis of order exp(— KA), whereK is a stringtension,and A is
the areaof the stringloop [11,12].It is a remarkablepropertyof Cheshirecharge
that, in the presenceof a largestring loop, the gapbetweenthe groundstateand
the first chargedexcitation is much less than the correspondinggap when the
string is absent. Indeed,the gap approacheszerovery rapidly as the size of the
loop increases.

The abovediscussionof the discrete Cheshirechargecarriedby a string loop
also applies,in two spatial dimensions,to the chargecarriedby a vortex pair, if the
total flux of the pair is trivial. In fact, in two dimensions,thereis a somewhatmore
generalnotion of Cheshirecharge.We may considera pair of vorticeswith flux a1
and a2, such that the total flux a~0~= a1a2 is a non-trivial elementof H. Thenthe
global gaugetransformationsthat can be implementedbelong to the normalizer
N(a101), the subgroupof H that commuteswith the total flux. Unless a1 and a2
commutewith all elementsof N(a~0~),the two-vortex stateswill transfrom as a
non-trivial representationof N(a~0~),which canbe decomposedinto its irreducible
components.Thus, thereare two-vortexstatesthat carrynon-trivial N(a105)-charge.

3. Charge operator

The discrete charge of an object, including a charged string loop, can be
detectedat long range by meansof the Aharonov—Bohmeffect [14]. Let I
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denotethe wave function in internal-symmetryspaceof an object located at x0
that transforms as the irreducible representationD~ of H. Then when the
particleis transportedaroundthe closedpath C that beginsand endsat x0, the

wave functionis modifiedaccordingto

I u) —‘ D~[a(C, x0)] I u). (3,1)

If the string is in theflux eigenstateI a), then theAharonov—Bohmphasethat can
be measuredin an interferenceexperimentis

<uID~”~(a)Iu). (3.2)

But if the stringis in the charge-zeroeigenstate0; [a]) given by eq.(2.4), then the
expectationvalueof the “phase”D~(a)becomes

~ D~(a’) = ~ D~(hah~)= —~~(a)~, (3.3)
n[a] a’~[a] nH hEH

where ~H is the order of the group,n~is the dimensionof ~ and ~ is the
characterof the representation.The secondequality follows from Schur’s lemma.

In principle, the chargeinside a large region can be measuredby meansof a
processin which the world-sheetof a string sweepsover the boundaryof the
region. If the string is in the charge-zeroeigenstate 0; [a]), and the object
enclosedby theworld-sheettransformsas the irreduciblerepresentation(i.’) of H,
then the amplitudefor this processwill be weightedby the Aharonov—Bohmfactor
(1/n)x~ka).The charge(~)of an unidentified object can be determinedby
measuringthis factor for eachclass [a].

A gauge-invariantoperatorF[a]C~) canbe constructedthat inserts,as a classical
source,a string world-sheetin the state 10; [a]) on the closed surface ,~. The
realizationof this operatorin a euclideanlattice gaugetheorywasdescribedin ref.

[4] in the casewhere H is abelian(see also ref. [15]), and in refs. [12,16] for H
non-abelian.(It is closely related to the ‘t Hooft loop operator[17].) If the surface
,~ is chosento lie in a time-slice, then the operatorFiaiC~)measuresthe charge
enclosedby ,~. To definethe chargeof an isolatedobject,we considera surface,~

that enclosesthe object, and whose closest approachto the object is large

comparedto the correlationlength of the theory. Let I ~/i) denotethe quantum
stateof the object.Thenwe have

~I’IF (.~)I~) 1[a} = Ep~(~’;~)—~~(a), (3.4)

wherep(~)(~jj;2) is the probabilitythat the objectcarriescharge(‘-‘). By measuring
F[a](1) for eachclass,we candetermineall of the p~.(It is necessaryto divide by
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the vacuum expectation value ~F[a]C~))O to remove the effects of quantum
mechanicalvacuumchargefluctuationsnearthe surface£ [4].)

The Aharonov—Bohm interaction makes it possible to detect H-charge at
arbitrarily long range. Thus, a theory with discrete local H-symmetry obeys a
charge superselectionrule — no gauge-invariantlocal operator can create or
destroyH-charge.We have

K(~) I t~1(v)) = 0, (AL) ~ (ii), (3.5)

where ~ is any local observable,and 1(v)) denotesa statethat transformsas the
irreducible representation(v) of H. We can constructa projection operatorthat
projectsout a given superselectionsectorof the Hilbert space.It is

= E X~(a)*U(a), (3.6)
flfl aEH

where U(a) representsthe global H-transformationa E H actingon the Hilbert

space.This projectionoperatorcanbe expressedin termsof the operatorsF[a](~),
for it follows from eq.(3.4) that

F[(~) 1
/ a] ~ U(a’), (3.7)

\F[a](~)/O /2[a] a’e[a]

asthe surface.~ approachesthe surfaceat spatial infinity.
We can also use the operatorF[a] to constructan “Aharonov—Bohm Order

Parameter”(ABOP) thatprobeswhethernon-trivial superselectionsectorsactually
exist. Let

1
W~(C) X~[P exP(if~A. dx)j (3.8)

denote the Wilson loop operator in the irreducible representation(v). This
operatorintroducesa classicalsourcewith charge(v) propagatingon theworld-line
C. The ABOP is definedby

F (~)W(”)(C)
A°~(.~C) = [a] (3 9)[a] ‘ — K~a](~))OK~(C))O

If H quantumnumberscan indeedbe detectedat infinite range,then we expect
that

(A~(~,C))~ 1x(a”~), (3.10)
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in thelimit in which .~ andC increaseto infinite size, with the closestapproachof
.~ to C also approachinginfinity. Here k(.~,C) is the linking number of the
surface .~ and the loop C. (In the abelian case,the ABOP was first describedin
ref. [15], andwasfurther elaboratedin ref. [4]. The non-abeliangeneralizationwas
introducedin ref. [16], and its propertieswereextensivelydiscussedin ref. [12].)

In two spatial dimensions,the classificationof superselectionsectorsis richer
than in threedimensions[4,12].The Aharonov—Bohminteractionmakesit possible
to measurethe magneticflux of a vortex (up to conjugation)at arbitrarily long
range;therefore,no local observablecan changethe conjugacyclassof the total
magneticflux. The magneticflux (up to conjugation)of an objectcanbe measured
by the Wilson loop operatorW~kC).We choosethe loop C to lie in a time-slice,
such that its closestapproachto the object is large comparedto the correlation
length of the theory. Then

(~jl W~(C) i4) 1

____________ = EP[a](~’; C) —x~(a), (3.11)[a]

where P[a](’/’; C) is the probability that the state I 1/f) hasflux [a]. By measuring
W~(C)for each irreduciblerepresentation(v), we can determineall of the

As we noted in sect. 2, if the total flux of a state is ~ then the chargeof the
stateis specified by an irreduciblerepresentationof thenormalizerN(a~0~).This is
becausethe only global gaugetransformationsthat canbe implementedactingon
this stateareelementsof the normalizer.In morephysical terms, the chargeof an
object is measuredby meansof its Aharonov—Bohminteractionwith a distant
test-vortex.Such a measurementcan be carriedout only if the flux of the test
vortex commuteswith the flux of the object. Otherwise,the flux of the testvortex
changeswhen it circumnavigatesthe object, due to the holonomy interaction
[10,18],andthis obscuresthe interferencepattern.Thus,superselectionsectorsare
labeledby the class[a~0~]of the total flux, and an irreduciblerepresentationof the

normalizerN(a~01).(The abstractgroup N(a10~)is independentof how the class
representativea~01is chosen.)

The operatorsF[a](.I) and A~CE,C) can also be constructedin two spatial
dimensions. Then .~ becomesa closed curve that can be interpreted as the

world-line of a vortex—antivortexpair. But for the purposeof measuringthe charge
of a statein two dimensions,it is convenientto generalizethe constructionof the
operatorF[a](.~). If the statehasnon-trivial flux, the chargeis a representationof
the normalizerof the flux, and thereis a charge-zerovortex pair associatedwith
eachclassof the normalizer. There aregauge-invariantoperatorsthat, in effect,
insert suchcharge-zeropairs (asclassicalsources)on theworld-line .~.

To constructtheseoperators,we mustspecifya basepointx~.Thena projection

operator~~a)(~~’ x0) can be constructedthat projectsout states that haveflux a
associatedwith the path .~ that beginsand endsat x0. Thereis also an operator
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~ x0) that introducesa flux eigenstatevortex pair on .~, wherethe flux b is
definedwith respectto paths that begin and end at x0, Theseoperatorsarenot
invariantunderH gaugetransformations;undera gaugetransformationh E H(x0),

theytransformas

h: ~a) ‘~(hahTh’ F(b) .‘ F(hbh~). (3.12)

But the combination

~a,b](~’ x0) ~ ~hahTh(~’ xo)~hbh~l)(~,x0) (3.13)nfl h~H

is gaugeinvariant. (It is unchangedif a and b areconjugatedby the sameelement
of H, andis also independentof how thebasepointx0 is chosen.)Wereit not for
the flux projection operators,the left-hand side of eq. (3.13) would be just the
operatorF[b]. And, indeed,if a is the identity e, we have

F[eb] = F[b]P~e); (3.14)

just our old F operatortimesa projectiononto the trivial flux sector.
Now supposethat .~ lies in a time-slice,and that we evaluatethe expectation

value of F[abl(~) in a statewith non-trivial flux. Suppose,to be specific,that the
flux containedinside .~ is in the sameH conjugacyclassas a. Thenthe projection
operatorwill restrictthe sumoverh to the elementsof the normalizerof the flux.
Furthermore,the contribution to the expectationvalue due to terms in which
hbh—1 doesnot commutewith the flux will be heavily suppressedwhen .~ is large
and far from the object that is being measured.To see this, note that, if a
vortex-antivortexpair with flux b’ windsarounda vortex with flux a’, and a’ and

b’ do not commute,then the pair cannot re-annihilateunlessflux is exchanged
betweenthe pair andthe a’ vortex. (This consequenceof the holonomyinteraction
was discussedin ref. [12].) In effect, then,hbh—1 is restrictedto the normalizerof
the flux of the state(becausethe other contributionsare suppressedby F), and
ranges over precisely one class of the normalizer (becauseof the projection
operator P). Therefore, if the state I[a], (pa)> transforms as the irreducible
representation(pa) of the normalizerN(a), andif a and b commute,we find

~[a], (Va) I F[ab](.Z) [a], (pa)) = —~~“~(b),bE N(a). (3.15)

(F[ab](.~))O fl(~)

But if a and b do not commute,or if the flux of the stateis not in the class [a],
then

K[c], (~~)I Fta b](~) [c], (vt))
=0, c~[a] or b~N(a) (3.16)

<F[ab](Z))O
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(in the limit where .~ becomesvery large). By measuringthe expectationvalue of
F[ab] for all commutinga and b, we can determinethe flux andchargeof a state.

4. Chargetransfer

We will now considerthe non-abelianAharonov—Bohminteractionsbetween
string loops and point particles,and demonstratethat exchangeof H-chargecan
occur.

The total H-charge of a compositesystem consistingof a string loop and a
chargedparticlecan bemeasuredby studyingthe Aharonov—Bohminteractionof
the compositewith other, much larger, string loops. Obviously, then, the total
H-chargeof the compositemust be conserved;it cannotchangewhenthe particle
winds through the loop. Chargeexchangeis an inevitableconsequenceof charge
conservation.

To seethis, it is convenientto imagine a compositeof a string loop and a
particle—antiparticlepair, where, initially, both the loop and the pair havezero
charge(transformtrivially underH). Supposethat the particle transformsas the
irreducible representation~ of H; the antiparticletransformsas the conjugate

representation.Let {e~Ii = 1, 2,...,n~}denotean orthonormal basis for the
vector space on which ~ acts. Then the initial state of the pair has the
group-theoreticstructure

~f~)=~ ®e~) (4.1)

(summedover i). The initial stateof the loop is the state lO; [a]) defined in eq.
(2.4).

Supposethat the particleandantiparticleare initially at the point x0. Thenthe
particle traversesa path C that winds through the string loop and returnsto x0.
After this traversal,the stateof the pair andthe stateof the loop arecorrelated.
The total chargeis still zero, but in general the pair and the loop both have a
non-trivial charge. We can infer the final chargeon the loop by calculatingthe
final chargecarriedby the pair. In fact, the final chargeof the pair is actually

independentof the initial chargeof the loop; it dependsonly on the class [a].
Thus,to calculatethe final chargeof the pair, wemay takethe stateof the loop to
be the flux eigenstateI a) (where the flux is definedin termsof thepath C as in
eq.(2.1)). It doesnotmatterhow the classrepresentativea is chosen.

Using eq.(3.1), we find that the stateof the pair afterthe traversalis

~ a)= _T=~-Ie~~~)*®e~)D~~~(a). (4.2)
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This state I 1/’~,a) doesnot transformas a definite irreduciblerepresentationof
H, but it can, of course, be decomposedinto statesof definite H-charge.The
probabilityp~ that the H-chargeis (js) can be extractedby usingthe projection

operatorp(~)definedby eq. (3.6). We find

Pi~r(L’, [a]) = (
1/i~~1~, a~P )~1/4~~),a)

= n~ ~ X~(b_l)D~*(a)(e~*® e~e~® e~)

b~H

XD~*(b)D(V)(b)D(~)()

= ~ x~(b)~(bab~a~). (4.3)
b~H

As we anticipated,this result is unchangedif a is replacedby a’ E [a].
If the total H-chargeis zero, then the compositeof string loop andpair has a

wave function of the form

l/J~’?)= ~]/~ loop, p. *) ® pair, IL). (4.4)

Thus,the probability that the loop carriescharge(p.) is givenby

p~j~(v,[a]) =p~1~(v,[a]) =p~0~(v*, [a]) =p~0~(v,[a’]). (4.5)

Of course,thisprobabilityis non-vanishingonly if D~~
1is containedin ~ * ®

andrepresentsthe centerof H trivially.
We candirectlyverify that detectableCheshirechargenow resideson the string

loop by studyingan appropriategauge-invariantcorrelationfunction. Considerthe
processdepicted in fig. 2. This processis shown in 2 + 1 dimensionsfor easeof

visualization,but the generalizationto 3 + 1 dimensionsis straightforward.At time
a vortex—antivortexpair is created.The flux of the vortex lies in the class[a],

andthe (initial) H-chargeof thevortex pair is trivial. At time t
2, a particle—anti-

particle pair is created.The particle has H-charge(v), and the pair is (initially)
uncharged.Then the particle winds counterclockwisearound the [a] vortex,
transferringchargeto the vortex pair. Next, anothervortex—antivortexpair, with
flux lying in the class[b], windsaroundthe (now charged)[a] vortex pair, acquiring
an Aharonov—Bohmphasethat is sensitiveto the chargeof the [a] pair. Thenthe
charge-(v)particle windsclockwisearoundthe [a] vortex, dischargingthe [a] pair.
Finally, the particle—antiparticlepair is annihilated at time t3, and the [a]
vortex—antivortexpair is annihilatedat time t4.
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t4 t

C2~~j/

Fig. 2. The Borromeanrings. C1 is theworld-line of an [a] vortex, C2 is the world-line of a [hi vortex,
and C1 is the world-line of a chargedparticle that transformsas the representation(u). Thecharged
particle transferschargeto the [a] vortex—antivortexpair, and the chargeis subsequentlydetectedvia

theAharonov—Bohminteractionof the pairwith the [bJ vortex.

If thevorticesandchargedparticlesare treatedas classicalsources,this process
is describedby the correlationfunction

(1~a](C1)F[h](C2) w(v)(C3) )~, (4.6)

where C1 is the world-line of the [a] vortex, C2 is theworld line of the [b] vortex,
andC3 is the world-line of thechargedparticle.As shownin fig. 2, the threeloops
C1, C2 and C3 arejoined in a topologicallynon-trivial configurationknown as the
“Borromeanrings” [19]; no two ioopsare linked, yet the loopscannotbe separated

without crossing.
By consideringthe casewherethe loopsare largeandfar apart,andcomparing

with the casewhere the loops are unjoined,we can isolate the Aharonov—Bohm
factor acquiredby the [b] vortex pair that winds aroundthe charged[a] vortex
pair. The calculationof eq. (4.6), usingweak-couplingperturbationtheoryon the
lattice, is describedin ref. [12]. We will not repeatthe details of the calculation
here,but it is easyto explain the main idea.Loosely speaking,insertinga classical
vortex with flux a on the closedpath C~is equivalent to performinga singular
gaugetransformationon a surfaceS1 that is boundedby C~.The path has an
orientation,which inducesan orientationof the surface.The effect of the singular
gaugetransformationon the Wilson loop W~(C3)is to insert the factor D~(a)
where C3 crossesS1 in a positive sense,and to insert the factor D~(a— I) where
C3 crossesS~in a negativesense.In fig. 3, we see that the loop C3 successively
crosses~2 in a negativesense,S~in a negativesense,S2 in a positivesense,and ~
in a positive sense,before closing. Due to the path orderingof the Wilson loop,
thefactor dueto a latercrossingappearsto the left of the factor dueto an earlier
crossing, These crossings therefore modify <W~(C3))0 by the factor
(1/n~)~(aba~

1b~)comparedto the casewhere C
3 is unjoinedwith C1 andC2.
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I!1c2

Fig. 3. A deformationof therings shownin fig. 2. Thegaugefield is singularon thesurfacesS
1 and S2

that areboundedby the loops C1 andC2.

Recallingthat a and b areaveragedovera classwhen F[a] and F[b] are inserted,
we find that

(F (Cl)Fb(C2)W~(C3)) _ 1 1[a] [ ] I ~ ~
Ic’ Ic’ \\ Ic’ ic’ \\ /1IJ(v)ic’ \\

~ t~-~3)/O n~hEH n~ (4.7)

when the loopsare large,far apart,andjoined.
In 3 + 1 dimensions,thereis an analogof theBorromeanring configuration,in

which two disjoint closedsurfaces.~ and ~2 arejoined by a closedloop C3 that

doesnot link with eithersurface.Forthis configuration,eq.(4.7) still applies,with
C1 and C2 replacedby ~ and ~ We can decomposethe right-handside of eq.
(4.7) into charactersas

~ [a])-~-~~(b), (4.8)

wherep~~(v,[a]) is the probability that the chargecarriedby the [a] string loop,
and detected by the [b] string loop, is (p.). (Compare eq. 3.4).) Using the
orthogonalityof the characters,we find from eqs.(4.7) and(4.8) that

p~0(v, [a]) = ~ ~~(b)~(aba’b~), (4.9)
b~H

in agreementwith eqs.(4.5) and(4.3). Thus,the chargelost by the particlepair has
indeedbeentransferredto the [a] string loop. (Note that, in orderto getthe right
answer,it is important to chooseconsistentorientationsfor the world sheets .~

and .E2 — the [a] stringmustpassthroughthe [b] string in the samesensethat the
Wilson loop passesthrough the [a] string. Otherwise,we would in effect be
measuringthe chargeof the [a] stringwith a [b’] string, rather thana [b] string.)
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We will now deriveeq.(4.7) by a differentmethod that invokes the “holonomy
interaction” betweenstring loops. Considertwo flux-eigenstatestring loops that
initially carryflux a andb. Now supposethat the b-loop sweepsaroundthe a-loop
and returns to its original position. After this process,the flux of the b-loop is
unchanged,but the flux of the a-loop has been altered;it has becomea bab~
loop [6,10,18].(Here again,we mustbe carefulaboutthe orientationsof the string
loops. The a-loop becomesa bab’ loop if it passesthrough the b-loop in the
samesenseas the pathC that is usedto define the flux of the b-loop. If it passes
throughthe b-loop in the oppositesense,it becomesa b 1ab loop.)

Return now to the Borromean-ringprocess.Supposethat two string loops are
initially in the flux eigenstateI a, b). Then a particle—antiparticlepair is created,
and the particlewinds through the a-loop; the new stateof the string loops and
the particle—antiparticlepair canbe expressedas

1
~ b, e~*øe)~)D~(a). (4.10)
yn

(Compare eq. (4.2).) When the b-loop sweeps around the a-loop, the state
becomes

1
_

7==~~bab_1,b, e~*~e~)D~(a), (4.11)
vn

due to the holonomy interaction.Now the particlewinds backthrough the bab
1

loop (in the oppositesense),andthe statebecomes

r bab’, b, e~*0 e)D~(ba’b’)Dfla). (4.12)

Finally, the particle—antiparticlepairannihilates,andwe have

1

—x~(aba~b~)Ib’ab,b). (4.13)

To reproduceeq.(4.7), wemust take the initial string stateto be lO; [a], 0; [b]),
in which the [a] and [b] loopsarebothuncharged.Thus,we averageboth a and b
over a class.We find that the effect of the particle—antiparticlepair on the string

state is

0; [a], 0; [b]) ~ ~ (hah’bha’h’b’) 0; [a], 0; [b]).
heH

(4.14)
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By creatingthe initial string stateandannihilatingthe final string state,we obtain
eq.(4.7).

5. Somefinal comments

We described in sect. 3 how a charge-zerostring loop can be used in an
Aharonov—Bohminterferenceexperimentto measurethe chargeof an object. It
seemsthat chargecould also be measuredusingstrings that are in flux eigenstates
rather than chargeeigenstates.This alternative measurementprocesswas dis-

cussedin detail in ref. [11], andin somerespectsit is simplerthan the processthat
we described.So our insistenceon usingcharge-zerostringloops requiresa word

of explanation.
Part of the answer is that the gauge-invariantchargeoperator that we con-

structedin sect.3 can beinterpretedin termsof a processinvolving a charge-zero
loop. In this process,a tiny stringloop is created,andis stretchedto a largesize.
The loop then windsarounda region, shrinks, andre-annihilates.TheAharonov—

Bohmfactor acquiredby the loop is sensitiveto the total chargeinside the region.
This string loop must be in a charge-zerostate, rather than a flux eigenstate,
becauseotherwisechargeconservationwould forbid the creationof the loop and
its subsequentannihilation.

Another point is that the notion of a flux eigenstatestring suffers from an
ambiguity. Of course, flux eigenstatesare not energy eigenstates,so there is
quantum-mechanicalmixing between flux eigenstatesthat are in the sameH
conjugacyclass.The authorsof ref. [11] note that the time scalefor this mixing is
of order exp(KA), where K is the string tensionand A is the areaof the loop.
Therefore,the mixing can be easily turned off by choosingthe string loop to be
sufficiently large.

But this is not quite the whole story, for thereis anothertype of “mixing” that
shouldbe considered[12]. Recallthat to definethe flux of a string,we mustchoose
an arbitrary “basepoint”x0, anda path C, beginningandendingat x0, that winds
around the string. Supposethat a virtual string loop nucleates, lassoesthe
basepoint,andthen re-annihilates.If the stringis initially assignedtheflux a, and
thevirtual string hasflux b, then this processchangesthe flux to bab~,dueto the
holonomy interaction. In physical terms, we may preparea string in a flux
eigenstate,and thenmeasureits flux later by doing an Aharonov—Bohminterfer-
enceexperiment.We may find that the flux hasbeenaltered,not becauseof the
mixing of flux eigenstates,but rather becauseof quantumfluctuations that are
independentof the size of the loop. Of course,virtual string loops are strongly

suppressedat weak coupling; the amplitude for such a process is of
orderexp(— C/e

2), where e is the gaugecoupling. But it is a significant point of
principle that quantumfluctuationsrenderambiguousthe notion of the flux of the
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string. No such ambiguity afflicts the conjugacyclassof the flux, or the charge
carriedby a loop.

For thesereasons,we have usedcharge-zerostrings in our discussionof the
chargemeasurementprocess.We can imaginedoinga double-slitexperimentwith
a beamof particlesof unknown charge,where a string loop in the state 10; [a])
surroundsone of the slits. By observinghow the shift in the interferencepattern
dependson the class [a], we can determinethe characterof the representation

accordingto which the particlesin the beamtransform,andso infer their charge.
However, the phenomenonof charge transfer raisesa puzzle. If a particle

passesthrough the slit that is surroundedby the string, it transferschargeto the
string. By measuringthechargeon the string looplater, we canfind out which slit
the particle passedthrough.Thus,no interferencepatternshouldbe seen.

The resolution of this puzzle is that there is a non-vanishingprobability, in
general,that no chargetransfertakesplace.This probabilityis givenby eq.(4.9) in

the casewhere (p.) is the trivial representation(0); we thenhave

p~~(v,[a]) = ~x~(a) 2 (5.1)

Therefore,as longas the characterdoesnot vanish,it is possiblefor the particle to
slip throughthe string loop without being detected,andan interferencepatternis
observed.From the interferencepattern,the phaseof the character,as well as its
modulus,canbe deduced.

We thank Mark Alford, Hoi-Kwong Lo, JohnMarch-Russell,and David Wales
for useful discussions.
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